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The Danish Inter-parliamentarian network on Freedom of Religion or Belief
Across the political spectrum seven members of the Danish parliament have established an inter-parliamentarian
network on Freedom of Religion or Belief. Starting in December 2015, the objective of the network is primarily to
strengthen freedom of religion or belief in Danish foreign- and development policies.
The bleak background is that today more people are fleeing due to their convictions . Reports surface about Muslims
discriminated against by Buddhist groups in Myanmar, and widespread persecution is witnessed of Christians in Iraq
and Syria by Islamic State and in Nigeria by Boko Haram. At the same time, Christian militias persecute Muslims in the
Central African Republic.
In global perspective, it is ambiguous who is persecutor and who is
persecuted. However, it is evident that the general trend for freedom of
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In relation with other human rights, freedom of religion or belief has been
characterized as the “orphaned right” due to neglect and lack of advocates.
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Freedom of religion or belief as presented in United Nation Human Rights
Declaration article 18 is a recognition that everybody can think and belief as he or she please. This right also entails
the right to change ones belief or not to have a belief. In other words, freedom of religion or belief is a cornerstone in a
democratic society.

Changing national governments have struggled with the challenge to promote this very central right in its foreign and
development policies. The purpose of the network is to bring together parliamentarians across the political spectrum
with scientists and researchers and civil society organizations in a common informed dialogue on how freedom of
religion or belief can be strengthen and how similar efforts is tackled in other national and international forums.
Founding members of the network: Daniel Toft Jakobsen (Danish
Social Democrats), Mette Bock (Liberal Alliance), Christian Juhl (The
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Members of Parliament listed above, Danish Institute for Human
Rights and Danish Mission Council.
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Danish Mission Council is an umbrella organization for 32 Danish
mission organizations working with Christian mission understood
as Christian witness, new fellowships and work to change the world. A number of organizations are working directly
with persecuted Christians and other minorities in different countries.

